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BRITPOP 
CINEMA: FROM 
TRAINSPOTTING 
TO THIS IS ENGLAND
BOOK �
MATT�GLASBY�|�INTELLECT

Coining the phrase ‘Britpop 

Cinema’, TF’s own Matt Glasby 

crafts a book that’s long overdue. 

Prologued with Four Weddings before 

things really kick off with Trainspotting, 

it traces a throughline across a decade 

in which the likes of Meadows and 

Winterbottom gave Brit cinema a 

boost. Packed with fresh interviews, 

it captures a cultural moment with 

verve and insight. James Mottram 

THE MOVIEMAKING 
MAGIC OF 
MARVEL STUDIOS
BOOK �
ELENI�ROUSSOS�|�ABRAMS

Bulked up with interactive flaps, 

folds and pull-outs, this is a book 

built for riffling that’s also worth a 

read. Aimed at younger MCU fans, it 

juggles hyperbole with hard facts; while 

the structure is organised by character 

(even Miek gets an entry), the best bits 

are the ‘bonus’ scene deconstructions. 

How’s this for mind-bending: Doctor 
Strange’s ‘opening Stephen’s third eye’ 

sequence was originally set to run 

seven minutes. Matthew Leyland

POP SHAKESPEARE
BOOK �
IAN�DOESCHER�|�QUIRK BOOKS 

Having Bard-ified Star Wars, Ian 

Doescher turns his parodic quill 

to teen movies with Much Ado About 
Mean Girls and Get Thee… Back To The 
Future! (Four stars for the titles alone.) 

Doescher’s style balances authenticity 

with accessibility, though familiarity 

with the films is a must (Easter 

eggs by the basket-load). Serious 

Shakespeareans will lap up Mean Girls’ 

clever use of counterparts (Cady = 

Miranda), while everyone can enjoy 

BTTF’s new-olde spin on ‘butt-head’: 

“thou arse-like pate!” Matthew Leyland 

two more
A�couple�of� 
clothes�calls…��

Stranger 
Things: 
Darkness  
On The Edge  
Of Town

The�Netflix�hit’s�
second�prequel�novel�
follows�the�’��s-set�
Suspicious�Minds�
with�a�solid�but�slow�
’��s�tale�of�detection�
and�devilry��As�a�
snapshot�of�Jim�
Hopper’s�NYC�
cop-shop�past�circa�
the�blackout��Adam�
Christopher’s�crime�
workout�is�evocative��
all�sweltering�heat�
and�Springsteen�refs��
But�it�drags�its�heels�
to�hold�back�the�big�
reveals��which��alas��
finally�arrive�as�a�
mash�of�show�lore�
and�robed�ritualism��

THE ART AND 
MAKING OF 
ALADDIN

As�an�Art�Of�book��
this�is�a�bit�light�on�
concept-y�stuff��not�
one�genie�doodle��� 
As�a�Making�Of��it�
serves�up�few�juicy�
anecdotes�–�and�the�
one�about�the�cast�
interacting�with�a�
stuffed�tiger’s�head�is�
let�down�by�a�lack�of�
photo�evidence��Still��
it’s�a�handsome�
showcase�for�the�
cossies�and�set�
décor��and�overuse�of�
the�phrase�‘a�whole�
new�world’�thankfully�
wanes�early�

THE STAN  
LEE STORY
BOOK
ROY�THOMAS�|�TASCHEN

To paraphrase his beloved 
Bard,” writes Roy Thomas, 
“all the world’s Stan’s stage.” 

Six months after Stan Lee’s death, 
with Avengers: Endgame turning 
box-office records to dust, that 
statement seems truer than ever. 
And it gets the book it deserves in 
Taschen’s pricey (£150 – cheaper than 
the £1,500 limited ed, but still) yet 
titanic tribute, which plots how Stan’s 
stage grew to straddle the globe.

Between gorgeously curated pic 

spreads, Thomas’ book stokes tingles 

of recognition as it shows the current 

Marvel boom taking seed. A long-time 

collaborator with his subject, Thomas 

traces Lee’s influence back to the 

Depression, a time of poverty offset 

by the freedoms promised by bikes and 

books. A cycle forward takes us through 

Timely Comics, WW2 and ’50s moral 

panics to the ’60s, when Lee issued 

tsunamis of comic-book invention.

Thomas maintains some rigour. 

Careful contextualisation shows how 

Black Knight preceded Thor, or how 

Lee navigated push-pull tensions with 

political controversies. Equally, Thomas 

doesn’t ignore Lee’s creative fall-outs 

and misfires. But the book peaks giddily 

again as the ‘Notorious Nineties’ 

chapter roars into ‘21st Century 

Unlimited’, the last two decades 

summarised in swoon-worthy spreads 

of movie posters and Lee cameos. 

There’s Lee in his headphones, 

Lee working the DJ decks… Loving 

reminders, if needed, that we’re 

still dancing to his tune. Kevin Harley
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